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My graduate study at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology (RIT) was an exploration that reflectedmy
beliefs and thoughts. Sharing honest and straightforward feedbackwith professors and classmates
helped me to grow and to build up my content value.
I wish to thank my committee: Prof. Parti Ambrogi, my thesis chair, Prof. Willie Osterman, and Prof.
Jessica Liberman for their critical knowledge, constant encouragement, and genuine advice, both in art
and life. I also want to express my appreciation to Prof. JeffWeiss for his kind support and
nurturance. In addition, I would like to express my gratitude to Prof. Elliot Robenstein, Prof. Elaine
O'
Neil, and Prof. Dan Larkin all ofwhom were a source of energy and creativity. Undoubtedly, this
project could not have come to fruition without theirmemorable dedication and mentorship.
My unqualified, special thanks go to my eight guests, the technical and production crews,
CIAS'
photo
facilities managers, and staffmembers. Finally, to my family in Thailand and my husband, Sirapat
Polwitoon, for whom I am grateful for their love, patience, understanding, and endless support during
my years at RIT.
Nongyao Krapugthong-Moon
Artists have been more or less consciously concerned with the nature of the physical universe,
with ideas andwith human issues i.e.with life their primary was life in translation, namely




Allan Kaprow, E. B. J. K. (1993). Essays on the Blurring ofArt and Life. Berkeley and Los Angeles, University
of California Press. P. 1 39
The Beginning
When I was in my thirties, I started to photograph as a hobby. My photographic goals have changed
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from where I began. My earliest motivation back then was to take beautiful pictures to portray
my new adventures in the United States for my family back in Thailand. When one step is taken,
another hundred steps follow. The camera became my tool to project my voice aboutmany issues that
are not only about myself. My viewers now are other people and extend far beyond my family
members.
In 1997, a year after I learned how to develop my first roll of film, I created my first work, the
Fibrocystic Disease. Itwas a photographic journal ofmy first breast surgery that led me to a new
personal revelation. Through it, I reflected my true feelings and newly learned knowledge about the
disease. The body ofworkwas a parallel ofwhat was real and what was imagined about the illness.
Diptychs of self-portraits and personal belongings were matched with similar organic shapes of food
and vegetables found in a kitchen. Thus, the narration ofmy ordeal was revealed through metaphoric
pairs. (Sample pictures from Fibro files) With past feedback and confidence that I received from my
photo mentor, Prof. AnnuMatthew at the University ofRhode Island (URI), I decided to quit my
position as an assistant to the Financial Database Coordinator at URI and to pursue further studies in
fine art photography.
I will not be able to breastfeed in the future, but I will have a story ofhope, faith, and growth formy
child. The permanent mark of the surgery forever reminds me ofhow unpleasant situations may turn
into something useful.
Through the process, my years at RIT were experimental searches formy own voice in making
art.
Painful voices echoed back to me. In 2001, 1 created "Who was Crying Last
Night?"
a ten mixed
media piece inspired by a close friendwho had been suffering from Anorexia. Empathizing with her, I
wished I could express to her how much I felt her pain. As a person who has had direct experience
with pain and fear of an incurable disease, I know that there are no words or any piece ofart that can
fully articulate such emotional distress. By projecting these emotions ofpain and fear onto an art
piece, my approach symbolizes the pain abstractly.
The First Walkthrough
"Who Was Crying Last
Night?"
incorporated black and white photographs with found objects. I
arranged tenmixed-media pieces on white canvases as if they were paintings ofhorrifying incidents
permanently embedded into an
innocent girl's memory. I was sad for the little girl who was crying
last night; I opened my heartwildly and let her pain pour in. I could relate to her experience, because
at the age of twenty, I was almost raped. While the event has long passed, the after affects are
noticeably unfixable. I wanted to
believe my artwould do some good for others, especially for her and
formyself, as part of a healing process. Frustratingly, it did not achieve what I had hoped, and
gradually I slipped into depression,
consulted a psychologist, and ultimately abandoned the idea of
pursuing this project formy
thesis. The following year, the work was chosen among the top ten
students'
work at the SPE conference. One day, I showedmy friend the photos. She was initially




juxtaposes black and white images representing a selected candid moment
betweenmy long lost sister and me. Her tattoos and lifestyle were completely alien to me, and caused
me concern. Since being in America, I lost touch with my younger sister for several years. As we had
to live together again, she was more accepting ofwho I had become, a photographer, but I was unsure
ofhow to accept her, a DJ ofunderground music and the lifestyle that came with it. However, this
work brought us closer and reconnected us in a very peculiar way. I was unclear ofhow our sisterhood
would continue and therefore unsure ofhow to complete the project. But I realized it would never be
completed as we were both continuing to learn how to accept and fully appreciate each other.
For the Third Walkthrough
In 2002, 1 moved on to a new body ofwork the Cutting Project. It was created to translate my
experience ofbreast surgeries. To me, talking about pain is part of living with it and copingwith it.
My experiences in the operating room were transformed into two abstract video pieces thatwere




Cutting project Looping Video 2:43:14 min
By setting up this specific environment, I was questioned on my intentions of creating work that
encouraged viewers to depart from their reality, time, and space. As I had to follow my intuition, I had
no clear answers. As my work leaned towards video installation, I began to question: what do I want to
achieve, how much control do I need to have overmy audience, where do I lead them to, how much
room and space do they need for their own thoughts, why not photo, why video, etc.
An art piece may provoke people's anxieties, fears, hopes, sadness, and happiness on certain levels, as
their interpretations and experience vary. Some male viewers saw the Cutting Project as a seductive
and erotic piece, while others experienced it as a translated act of sexual violence. Some even saw it as
the male sexual organ sliced off. One female in the audience related it to her experiences ofchild-
abuse, while another read it as an abortion. Some readings disheartened me, while others were very
entertaining. However, they all energized me.
The Preparations
In the summer of2002, 1 went to Bangkok andwatchedmy father prepare for his death, even though
his physical and mental healthwas excellent. The pictures ofmy close friend in America flashed back
to me. As she had been battlingwith her health problems over the past years, no matter how tired and
ill she was, her family and doctors did not give up on her. The contrast of these differentways of
facing death interestedme, as I live in both the Eastern andWestern worlds, where technology,
culture, and social values on death and dying differ. Western medicine and technology focus on
prolonging life, but often at the expense ofpeople's spiritual life. I fill the gap between physical and
spiritual needs with religious belief.
In Thai culture, preparation for death is an expected practice, especially for elders (locating a
graveyard, selecting a style of coffin, etc.) These self-initiated preparations are never considered as
premature acts. One way to trace how Easterners perceive death is by attending their funerals and
observing the details of the ceremony.
From morning until the end of the funeral day, there are several
tasks for the host such as: heralding the death news, providing scented water for guests to shower
(sprinkle) on the deceased person's hand, decorating the space with beautiful flowers, playing soothing
music (mostly classical), wearing black and white ribbons, burning perfumed incense and golden
paper, inviting monks for special prayers, giving books or small gifts to all guests, and serving
(delicious or the best they can provide) food at the ceremony at least twice during the day. Each single
detail has its own meaning, mostly emphasizing the concept of death as a time to let go for future
growth of the one who passes away and the ones who remain. Some funerals are quite elaborate, and
at the end of the event, they offer a variety of entertainment for people who attend the funeral that may
include: fireworks, classical dance, or movies on a big screen. MaryW. Williams, a medical writer,
opines on the shortcoming ofmodern medical treatment:
One of the greatest fears of a dying patient is not death, but the pain associated with the final





A patient's cure is perceived as success, while
a patient's death is seen as a medical failure.
2
David Eisenburg, a doctor from Harvard UniversityMedical School, came to a similar conclusion as a
result of several medical research projects on the connections between our mind and body, and the
power ofhealing
within.3
According to Ira Byock, president of the American Academy ofHospice and




an elective with only small amounts of
time within a standard curriculum. Just six out of the 125 medical schools in the United States offer a
separate course in death and dying, and only 24 % of the leading medical school textbooks provide
helpful information about end of life
issues,"
reports the RobertWood Johnson
Foundation.4





everything into nothing. I was taught to be aware of the nature of this "Nothing"(ness) because its
awareness provides a peaceful acceptance, but resistance or ignorance of it causes people to succumb
to anger and fear.
2
MaryW. Williams, Terminal Illness: Opposing Viewpoints, Greenhaven Press, Inc. San Diego, CA 2001, p. 24
3




Watta Song San or Samsara in Sanskrit means the circular nature of all beings. The word is rooted from Pali Canon.
10
The Cooking Up a Storm
Turn Turn Yum Yum is experimental art that tries to investigate one's inner-self. For me, it is also
spiritual experimentation. The word "Turn Turn Yum
Yum"
is assigned to capture a simulation of






The statements for this installation are: the happiness and pain comes and goes, we are still around for
these repetitions, and why do we come back formore (repetition ofhappiness, pain and suffering?) I
stumbled for a long time in search ofa cognitive framework for this concept. I had to get away from
what I did in the past: using photography for therapeutic, social change the conventional approaches
for all the good intentions I had, or the person I tried to be. Turn Turn Yum Yum is an experience for
all six senses. There is no photograph for anyone to see. I use the sound of rice pounding, the peaceful
walking of the crew, the taste ofmy food, and other symbolical props to communicate my messages.
Preparing for Turn Turn Yum Yum, I realized I was a Buddhist only by birth, as I was rarely aware of
its applications in my everyday life. When handling a
"one-time"
event with live audiences, the
amount ofdetails that needed to be covered caused me tremendous pressure. With so little practice, I
feared my team (eight guests, five guards, four kitchen staff, four servers, three videographers, two
technicians, and one gong man) would not function smoothly. I could not sleep as I had thoughts of an
unexpected incident, such as guests not showing, food burning in the kitchen, a server dropping hot
soup on a guest's lap, benches collapsing, and so on. But Prof. Weiss philosophically remarked: "Let
the happenings
happen!"
I retreated into my small apartment for deeper thought and figured out how to handle the possible
disasters. Each practiced performance I gave revealed different problems to overcome. Even at the
final rehearsal, I still had a very long "to
do"
list.
OnMonday morning a few days before the show, I recited poem number 2 (see appendix II) to the
trees in a park nearby my apartment. I knew I still mispronounced words, and would not be able to
ever pronounce them correctly. But as I did my best in front of the trees; I knew that the trees, as well
as my audience, would only be
able to listen to and absorbed what they could perhaps nothing. The
II
literal meaning(s) of each word should be secondary to the primary goal of the project-experiencing
the ritual event, its space, and its surroundings. As the snow fell, I stood among those tall trees, and
my mind was empty and free from everything like never before, and it was the happiestmoment I had
that day. When one's mind contains
"nothing," "everything"
becomes clear. Several profound
statements on making art assert that an artist becomes Buddhist naturally. I relate this to Roni Horn
who wrote in "Making Being Here Enough":
I don't want to read. I don't want to write. I don't want to do anything but be here. Doing
something will take me away from being here. I want to make being here enough. Maybe it's
already enough. I won't to invent enough. I'll be here and I won't do anything and this place
will be here, but I won't do anything to it. I'll just let it be here. And maybe because I'm here
and because the me in what's here makes what's here different, maybe that will be enough,
maybe that will be what I'm after. But I'm not sure. I'm not sure I will able to perceive the
difference. How will I perceive it? I need to find a way to make myself absolutely not here but
still be able to be here to know the difference. I need to experience between being here and not
changing here, and being here and changing here.
5
After the show, I realized that the ritualistic events ofTurn Turn Yum Yum pertained not only to
myself, but oneself. My story, once was told, was no longermine. It might belong to anybody who
were part of the piece or who may relate to themselves to the piece. The artifice ofa dinner ceremony
turns one particular
"ethnicity"
to a "way of
life."
Complicatedmessages reflected simple facts of life.
The basic acts such as crying, laughing, singing, dancing, cooking, or even meditating, are powerful
acts we take for granted.
Making Being Here Enough, Installations from 1980-1995, Roni Horn.
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RitualAct and Choreography
The video installation and performance was an accumulation ofunconnected pieces ofmy
experiences, emotions, and imagination. The video stimulated the next set ofperformances, which
consisted of three acts (see Appendices I-III.)
The performance piece resembled my memories, my consciousness about life, andmy attempt to
balance my inner challenges while facing painful reality. The first act is based on an exaggeration of
my experience in the kitchen with my mother when I was young. The second act is based onmy adult
experiences as an artist, and the last act is my religious beliefof an endless cycle of life. Accompanied
by video and choreography, each act has its own rhythm. Toward the end, guests are rewarded with
Mango on Sticky Rice the joyful reward and sweet happiness of the Circle ofRice.
13
The Symbolism
1)Mortars and pestles, the ultimate spice grinder
In ancient times, artists used this centuries-old tool as a color-stone grinder for painting. For the
medicine man, a mortar and pestle is a tool for grinding and blending medicine. To the Thai, it is a
classic method of food preparation that is considered to be the best way to release the true aromatic
flavors of fresh herbs and spices. For this project, I used them as archaeological landmarks and
psychological tools. They are made from different shapes and materials for different usages, such as
wood to peel rice hulls or light tasks; ceramic, marble, and metal to grind hard-shelled spices or to
make a very fine chili paste.
This is a neurotic pounding performance where I use the mortar and pestle as a tool just as a painter
uses her paintbrush, or a musician intensively plays hermusic. It becomes a performance in such a
way that Jackson Pollock acts upon his painting.
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2) Color
In many cultures, people commonly wear black and white cloth to funerals, as a way to show respect
for the dead and for the host. In contrast, red color signifies energy of life or celebrates rebirth.
I designed the costumes for my guests and servers in black and white, with red for myself to suggest
the interchange of the beginning and end, the entwinement of everything and nothing, the co-existence
of the opposite and the same, and the solitude of darkness and power of light. Three red candles lit in
hand-made clay holders, acknowledged and welcomed three inevitable stages of life: birth, aging, and
death.
Candles ritualistically play many roles and parts for women in many cultures. In Judaism, lighting
candles has historically been associated with women. Traditionally, at their Yom Kippur it is the
privilege of Jewish women to walk and lit candle measuring gravestone with candlewick and recite
their special prayer.
6
Nowadays, the custom is that the mother of the household lights the Shabbat




the spicy beef salad, and mango on sticky rice with red roses made of red ripe
tomato skins, meant to be served to the eight female guests with honor and good wishes. Napkins and
6
Spirituality and Health, December 2003 issue p 62. See also http://www.religionanddemocracy.org
7http://www.iudaicaheaven.com/Detail.bok?category=Candlesticks&no=38
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Utensils were wrapped with golden leafpaper. The Chinese burn this paper for death rituals as a symbol
of sending happiness and wealth to loved ones who go on a long journey.
3) Guests
Eight guests represent women from all walks of life, including awoman who is going to be amother, a
mother of twins, an adopted mother, an adopted daughter, a minority, and a grandmother.
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4) The Act ofCooking
Cooking is a metaphor of how I learn and remember things about my life that are both painful and
pleasurable, as I find that a pleasurable experience may result from a painful one. Without explanation,
these dual experiences are created by nature. Buddhists believe that these experiences are the result of
one's own act, or Karma. In Eastern and Western civilization, we have been trying to minimize or
eliminate only one part of the pair: the pain and suffering. I was taught to look at the core of this.
Cooking is one ofmany things I was taught to do. Growing up in an Eastern culture, I learned that
cooking was one way to discipline young women and to prepare them to be good housewives.
However, it was not enough for me to be a good cook. Now as an adult, I understand that cooking
serves multiple functions. Besides being an effective negotiating tool with my husband, it is useful in
my artwork. Cooking is a meditative practice.
Thai cooking involves more than blending tastes and aromas described in a recipe: it engages all the
senses and artistic skills, which can only be learned by diligent practice. At the critical moment of
cooking, the color, the sound, the smell, and the
texture all are crucial signals for a cook to be alert to
his or her actions. One tiny step may ruin the whole flavor where mistakes are hard to fix or may even
be unfixable.
Thai people cook by heart and estimation. No exact recipe, scale, or measurement is used to prepare a
Thai family-style meal. The cooking mode and rhythm involving a dab of this or a pinch of that, a
shake from this bottle of sauce or a sprinkling from that jar of spice, all the while guided by an
17
intuitive sense. Cooking recalls my memories ofwatching my mother cook. She was an artist at work,
alert to the rhythms and sounds of cooking.
She kneaded and felt with her hands as she marinated and mixed, played with colors and textures, and
arranged them into pleasing, mouth-watering renditions.
5) The Choice ofFood
Thai food is in Thai veins. Chefs passionately cook and serve their best, through a heritage from our
ancestors and our treasures that we are proud of. Our menu has been influenced by outside cultures,
sociology, politic and religion mostly from India, China and Japan. The rule of thumb for Thai
cooking is that four basic tastes must be subtly blended: sweet, sour, spicy, and salty, where opposites
come together in a harmonic way. "Turn Turn Yum Yum
"
cooking is loud, quiet, ugly, and beautiful all
at the same time. The choreography creates a wavering rhythm and highlights themeanings and tastes
of three dishes: Hot Soup, Spicy Beef Salad, andMango on Sticky Rice.
a) Hot Soup in primitive clay pot
Hot soup signifies the stage ofbirth
as it is served at the beginning of a meal. It signifies sexual desire
or the origin ofbirth. This stage is pure and innocent, but yet it is driven by the myth ofhuman nature.
This plain soup of unusual
ingredients is cooked without spices and is served hot. The eight guests
who eat this soup will see the
sperm-like shape ofwild mushrooms and tiny quail eggs that I further
use as symbols ofmale sexuality and female maternity. They may also notice the sweet and sour taste
of this gluey soup at the tip of their toung.
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b) Spicy beef salad with garnish
Spicy beef salad is served right after hot soup. Medium rare steak mixed with five basic spices
(ground tamarind, roasted red hot pepper, roasted white rice, white sesame, and mint) twist the bold
flavor of fish sauce with brown sugar. This delicate garnished dish represents a mixture of joy,
suffering, and life's confinement.
The dish mimics Num Toke; a Thai spicy salad that is named after how well the steak is cooked. Num
Toke in Thai means waterfall, or red blood dripping over fire. This cooking terminology connotes
"Medium
rare,"
or that meat should not be grilled beyond waterfall point.
The unique Num Toke Salad requires the strong aroma of roasted rice. Without an electric grinding
machine, making roasted rice powder is challenging. Hard grain will not be crushed by soft punches.
On the other hand, it will fly off the mortar with too harsh and rapid pounding. The right pounding and
grinding must be applied for each different step in making roasted rice powder. My father taught me
how to sit, hold, pound, and grind rice, pepper, and other hard-shelled spices. The intensity of the
pounding sound of the mortar and pestle once indicated whether a woman was taught enough to be a
good wife. I pound my mortar as part of the choreography of amusical arrangement. This piece is both
a spiritual and a non-musical act.
C) Mango on sticky rice




that serves as a separate side dish (or small portion on the side of a main dish). The Taste Breaker or
refreshmentmay be served during or at the end of the meal to balance any extreme taste of a particular
dish, or to clean up any lingering tastes. Mango on Sticky Rice is a perfect refreshment. Sweet mango




The music, the gong, and the prayer may not be clear enough to comprehend. There is the sound
of an
unidentified female chanting from a routine gathering or from a special chanting of nuns
from a
nearby temple. The song is meant be heard by semiconscious ears, and the hearers are unsure of its
religious affiliation or cultural background.
7) Organic materials
All organic materials serve as metaphors and have symbolic significance. I used raw and primitive
materials to create a spiritual environment:
7.1) Jasmine rice as a Circle of rice. For Asians, rice is a main source of carbohydrates as bread is
forWesterners. Thai Jasmine rice has a softer and longer grain compared to regular Thai white
rice. It is well known for its delicate aroma and is Thailand's largest exported product.
However, plain white rice is commonly served to Thai people, as it is a lot less expensive than
Jasmine rice and puffier when cooked.
2U
7.2) Benches for women to sit on are made from bamboo stalks. They suggest secrets that mothers
from many cultures hide from their children (see act 1).
The Plan
1) Gallery Layout and Setup Plan
Details: Technical setup and logistical plan for technical crews
* i
Kitchen corner In the circle ofrice Audiences in the hallway
1.1) Video installation and work flow plan
21
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2) Costume Design







My early work on women's issues was inspired by Wendy Ewald's work
(1969-1999).8
1 appreciated
how she approached and related to her subjects ofwomen and children. Her ongoing project borders
conceptually on documentary lines that emphasize photographic objects as evidence, while capturing
the aesthetic appearance of the subjects. During the process of creating pain and suffering work, I
studied Robert Witkins on how he translated dream, pain, torture, madness, fear, death, utopia, and
arcadia into his piece.
As my work grew from one direction to a greater and more complex path, i.e., from photography as
therapeutic
art9
to serving food as experimental art, the ranges of influential artists diverted and
expanded. I became interested in the mixtures of disciplines that could reflect a multifaceted concept
of the cycle's life. Gradually, I realized that video and performance was best suited to my work. It
also allowedmy viewers and me to experience the piece simultaneously.
I was asked how my work differs from the work of
Rirkrit Tiravanija, a famous Thai artist in the 90s,
whom we always refer to when it comes to food as installation. My reply was that although I use the
same medium as his food, it is not about food that either ofus is talking about. Food becomes attached
to our messages, but my message is completely
different from his. Food in his piece is a tool for critical
8
http://globetrotter.berkeley.edu/Ewald
"Secret Games: Wendy Ewald CollaborativeWorks with Children 1969
-
1999"
, Exhibition, QueensMuseum ofArt
Queens, NY. (03-16-2003)
9
I refer this to: "taking care of, waiting, listening, healing, moving towards wholeness, growth provoking, human
exchange and sympathetic understanding (Fleshman and Fryrear,
75)"
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analysis, but it is symbolism in mine. Food and leftovers in Rirkrit's work are considered as an
installation piece for analysis. I left nothing for my audience to read, where my
guests'
leftovers are the
only evidence of the event. My guests are a live installation at a specific time and site. My audiences
were informed ofwhat they would eat. They also had to comply with the bamboo bench manners and
other rules I set up for them.
This idea ofbreaking away from my traditional work was inspired by my study ofDada and
Surrealism in 2002. John Cage, a prominent Dadaist, once said that anything could be art; all you have
to do is changing yourmind. Mercel Duchamp's
"Fountain,"
an upturned urinal submitted to an art
exhibition in the mid 1960s, and the mixed media canvases (with bed, stuffed chicken, and wires) of
Robert
Rauschenberg10
encouraged me to stop questioning what art is.
Besides John Cage, I was also directly and indirectly influenced by many other contemporary artists
who wanted to free themselves from the confinement of traditional art making, such as Num Jun Paik,
Robert Rouschenburg, Vito Acconci, Allan Krapow, Christian Boltanski, Judy Chicago, Laurie
Anderson, Karen Finley, Sophie Collie, MeredithMonk, Bill Viola, Chris Burden, andMarina
Abramovic, just to name a few. Their video, performance, choreography, and installation works
tremendously influenced me conceptually and technically.
Rush, M. (1999). New Media in Late 20th-century Art. New York, Thames and Hudson INC., p. 78
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My first experience with new media and performing art was watching the videotape ofNum June
Paik's interview on making his Zen TV and TV bra, a conceptual workwith CharlotteMoorman. Num
Jun Paik recalled how his world was changed by his attendance at John Cage's musical performance:
"Untitled
Event"
(1952) with Robert Rauschenberg. This experimental piece became the prototype for
later performances in the 1970s and
1980s.11
Acconci and others sought to free themselves from the influences of art history by eliminating all but
the process from their work. To Acconci "People did performance in order not to do painting and
sculpture, painting and sculpture had the
power of the One True God of art; performance was a way to
intrude, in the middle of single belief system, the swam ofmultiple
gods."12
11
Montano, L. M. (2000). Performance Artists Talking in the
Eighty: Sex, Food, Mone/Fame. Ritual/Death.
London, University of California Press, Ltd p.16
12
Rush, M. (1999). New Media in Late 20th-century Art,
New York, Thames and Hudson INC, p. 48
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Dating back to the early 1950s, according to Allan Krapow, there have been five groups of
"Experimental
Art"
based on their root types, the non-art professions, and
nature:13
1) Situational models (commonplace environments, occurrences, and customs, often ready-made)
2) Operational models (how things and customs work and what they do)
3) Structuralmodels (nature cycles, ecologies, and the forms of things, places, and human
affairs)
4) Self-referring or feedback models (things or events that
"talk"
about or reflect themselves)
5) Learning models (allegories ofphilosophical inquiry, sensitivity training rituals, and educational
demonstrations).
I was interested in
Krapow'
s points on the qualities that
"Happenings"
possessed and how to
distinguish it from the usual theatricalwork. Those qualities were: the place, the context, the
involvement in chance, and the freshness.
1. The place
The place ofconception and enactment may be small place such as a basement or a vacant store, with
very small audiences.





No plot, no obvious
"philosophy."




3. The involvement in chance
Chance is the most problematic quality found in
"Happenings."
When it does, it is usually a marginal
benefit of interpretation. It is the vehicle of the spontaneous, which implies risk and fear.
4. The freshness
"Happenings"
is always fresh and cannot be reproduced.
Besides providing a document of
what happened, the videotape became a partner in
artists'
performances. Many times, those performances were private affairs or exercises performed in their
studios. Videotapes were made but not necessarily shown to the public, like Vito Acconci (b 1940)
13Allan Kaprow, E. B. J. K. (1993). Essays on the Blurring ofArt and Life, Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of
California Press, p. 130
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who did not set a goal of interactivity with an audience, but only performed for himselfand his video
camera. I perceive this medium as a record of intimate and ritualized actions of an artist.
I admired Chris Burden who created unusual explorations by putting his body at risk in subverted
"high-art"





On the technical part of this project, I studied rhythm, tone, and voice control from Karen Finley's
"HelloMother"14(Appendix 4, Audio number 1) and "It's My
Body"15
(Appendix 4, Audio number 2.)
I also studied Laurie Anderson's works on the cross fertilization between theater, dance, film, video,
and visual art. What she did over two decades ago told me my journey was just beginning, and it was
already outdated the day it was uninstalled from the gallery.
14
ibid, p. 116
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Judy Chicago's Dinner Party (1974-79), which featured a porcelain reproduction of the female
anatomy, convinced me to realize the mythical preeminence of women and their contributions to
human civilizations that has been undermined in the history of art making. Chicago's intensive studies
demonstrated that art history should be updated. She inspired me in many ways to appreciate female
predecessors who paved uneasy paths to negotiate or confront political, stereotypical, and social
barriers.
The tremendous support from professors and friends helped me realize what I could do. I found the
freedom and courage to make mistakes, a privilege I have never had before. I learned a lot from the
project and agree withMarina Abramovic that each performance has its own life where none could be
performed exactly the same.
Abramovic said:
I don't prepare for the performance. What I do is put my mind into a time and place that the
performance will take. Then I step, in the particular moment, from my normal life, in front of
the public into mental and physical construction of the performance. In the space of the
performance I could push my mental and physical limits very far.
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When the performance is finished and I step out into the normal life I could
never do the same.




I decided not to complete the Turn Turn Yum Yum project, since I still have more dishes to cook,
more poems to write, and more performances to perform. I am now searching for a permanent stage
where I can cook and perform. The question is: "Will You Come BackforMore?
"
16Klaus Biesenbach, B. L, and Christopher





From Turn Turn Yum Yum Event
Actl-3
Act 1 Hot Soup (5 min)
I likemaking hot soup for many reasons. Whenever I make it, I think ofwhat I was told when I asked mymother ofwhere
I came from.
Mother: Oh! A bamboo stalk.
Moon: That is impossible!
Mother: Yes, it is. One night, your father and I went to a bamboo forest. We found the biggest bamboo stalk. We decided
to cut open and see what it's inside. There was a baby girl.
She had shinny black hair and big round eyes. We have never seen anything like that before.
She kept smiling at us, so we took her home.
Moon: No. I don't think that was me. Please, I want to knowwhere I came from.
Mother: Someday you will know.
Someday you will know.
Moon: What else I will know, mother?
Mother: One day, you will marry to your husband
The father ofyour children
In the morning, he will go to the farm.
In the afternoon, he will come back to you with good white rice and big fish from the river.
In the evening, you will make him soup.
It will be chicken soup. It's a kind of soup that has quail eggs, bamboo shoot, fish mow, and seven kinds of
wild mushroom. It's very hot, but he will like it.
After that evening soup, at night, you both will go to the bamboo forest where very far. . .far. away from the
village and no one will ever find you.
Later the morning, youwill come back with a baby in your arms.
Moon: A baby from bamboo stalk, right?
Mother: Right.
You just keep cooking hot soup and making the right sound ofyour TUM TUM YUM YUM.
One day you will know...one day you will know.
Moon: So I keep cooking and I keep cooking.
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Appendix 2
ACT 2 Is it too spicy (5 min.)
And I keep cooking. . .
When I wake up in the morning,
I think about my cooking.
Is it too spicy?
Is it too spicy?
When Iwalk in a rainy day alone,
I think aboutmy cooking.
Is it too spicy?
Is it too spicy?
When I sit quietly inmy empty room,








The cold wind rushes in,
And whispers a harshword to my ears:
"No one
cares"
I close all the windows.
I contemplate more onmy cooking.
I add more spices.
I want to make it spicy,
With hope that some body would care
I pound
And I pound . . . and I pound
I pound, pound, pound, pound
And I think aboutmy cooking. . . .
Is it too spicy?
Is it too spicy?
Is it too spicy?
Is it too spicy?
Appendix 3
Act 3 Mango on Sticky Rice
Your tough is getting numb
Your lips are burning
Your nose is running
Your eyes are red
Your sculpt is sweat
Your body temperature is rising
Some time spicy is hard to handle.
Hooooh! Is it torture with pressure?
The mango on sticky rice will cool you down.
Every soon you will forget the painful experience you have been thru,
Do you know the freshness ofmango?
Do you smell the Jasmine from sticky rice?
Do you taste the sweetness sugar syrup?
Do you feel the richness ofcoconut cream?
Do you see the beautiful garnish that is just for you?
Will you come back for more?
Will you come back for more?
Appendix4
Voice Study from "Certain Level of
Denial"
Karen Finley
Audio track 1 HelloMother
Audio Track 2 It'sMy Body
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